Abstract. The mirror extensions for vertex operator algebras are studied. Two explicit examples which are not simple current extensions of some affine vertex operator algebras of type A are given.
Introduction
Mirror extensions, in the title of this paper, refer to a general Theorem 3.8 in [X2] which produces completely rational conformal nets from given ones. Based on the close relations between conformal nets and vertex operator algebras, we make the following conjecture which is the vertex operator algebra version of Theorem 3.8 in [X2] :
Mirror Extension Conjecture. Let V be a rational and C 2 -cofinite vertex operator algebra and U a rational and C 2 -cofinite vertex operator subalgebra of V. Denote U c the commutant vertex operator algebra of U in V. Assume that (U c ) c = U, and
where U i 's and U c i 's are irreducible modules for U and U c respectively. Then if U e = U (⊕ n i=1 m i U i ) is a rational vertex operator algebra where m i ≥ 0, so is
The mirror extensions of conformal nets associated to affine Kac-Moody algebras of type A have been studied extensively in [X2] . It is conjectured on P.846 of [X2] that there should be rational vertex operator algebras corresponding to the class of completely rational conformal nets constructed in §4.3 of [X2] , and this conjecture which is a special case of Mirror Extension Conjecture is the motivation of our paper.
A proof of these conjectures seems to be out of reach at present. Instead we focus on two interesting examples of mirror extensions of vertex operator algebras (cf. P.836 of [X2] ) in this paper. The first example is based on conformal inclusions SU (2) 10 ⊂ Spin(5) 1 and SU (2) 10 × SU (10) 2 ⊂ SU (20) 1 . The spectrum of SU (2) 10 ⊂ Spin(5) 1 is H 0 + H 6 , and (6, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) appears in the spectrum of SU (2) 10 × SU (10) 2 ⊂ SU (20) 1 . Here we use Λ i to denote the fundamental weights of SU (n), and 0 (or Λ 0 ) to denote the trivial representation of SU (n) and we specialize the case SU (2) by using i to denote the highest weight of the representation of SU (2). Theorem 3.8 in [X2] implies that there exists a completely rational net containing A SU (10) 2 with spectrum H 0 + H Λ 3 +Λ 7 .
From vertex operator algebra point of view, this suggests that there should be a vertex operator algebra structure on L sl(10) (2, 0) + L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) where L g (k, λ) is the highest weight irreducible module for the affine Lie algebraĝ of level k associated to the weight λ of The first author was partially supported by NSF grants. The third author was partially supported by NSF grants.
g. Notice that the lowest weight h Λ 3 +Λ 7 of L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) is 2 and L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) is not a simple current, such a vertex operator algebra has not been obtained from the affine vertex operator algebra in the literature. We need to find intertwining operators associated to vectors in L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) verifying the crucial locality condition of vertex operator algebra. The correlation functions of such intertwining operators are solutions of KZ equation, and locality means that such functions are symmetric rational functions. Thus in this case we need to find symmetric rational solutions to KZ equation for SU (10) 2 .
There are contour integral representations of solutions to KZ equation for SU (n) k (cf. [FEK] and references therein) for generic level k / ∈ Q. It is not clear how to find general solutions and pick out a particular rational solution in our case with n = 10 and k = 2. Instead we take a different approach, which contains the key idea of this paper. First we note that from the conformal inclusion SU (2) 10 ⊂ Spin(5), the primary fields in L sl(2) (10, 6) in this inclusion produce correlator X which is a symmetric rational solution of KZ equation for the affine vertex operator algebra L sl(2) (10, 0) . This is equivalent to say that these solutions are invariant under braiding operator B. By abusing of notation we write BX = X. Note that (6, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) appears in the spectrum of SU (2) 10 × SU (10) 2 ⊂ SU (20) 1 , the vertex operator associated to the highest weight vector of (6, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) will give us a symmetric rational function. Due to a crucial nondegenerate property in Corollary 2.13, this implies B ′Ḃ = Id, where B ′ is similar to B by conjugation of invertible diagonal matrix. Due to the crossing symmetry property of B for SU (2) in Lemma 2.7 from BX = X we conclude there must beẊ which verifies KZ equation for L sl(10) (2, 0) such thatḂẊ =Ẋ, and it follows thatẊ is a symmetric rational function.
FromẊ we can easily define a vertex operator algebra structure on L sl(10) (2, 0) ⊕ L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ), and we derive our main result Theorem 3.1. The vertex operator algebra in Theorem 3.1 is an example of mirror extension, which is constructed by an idea very different from what is previously known. We are informed recently that the vertex operator algebra L sl(10) (2, 0) ⊕ L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) can also be realized a coset construction in a holomorphic vertex operator algebra with central charge 24 [L] . The second example is based on the conformal inclusion SU (2) 28 ⊂ (G 2 ) 1 (see [CIZ, GNO] ) and the level-rank duality SU (2) 28 × SU (28) 2 ⊂ SU (56) 1 . Similar to the first example,
is a vertex operator algebra which is a mirror extension corresponding to the vertex operator algebra
Although these two examples of mirror extensions which are not simple current extensions are totally new in the theory of vertex operator algebra, the mirror extension, in fact, is a general phenomenon. Many well known vertex operator algebras in the literature can also be regraded as mirror extensions. We give two easy examples here. The first example comes from the well known GKO-construction [GKO] :
where L( now (see [KMY] ), which is a simple current extension of L( 4 5 , 0). The vertex operator algebra L sl(2) (4, 0) ⊕ L sl(2) (4, 4) (see [MS, Li3] ) is a mirror extension.
The other is the 3A algebra U [LYY] which has a decomposition:
Again the vertex operator algebra L(
is a mirror extension corresponding to the vertex operator algebra L(
Besides what is already described above, we have included a preliminary section §2 on affine vertes operator algebras, KZ equation, primary fields, conformal nets and induction, and we prove the crucial non-degeneracy condition in Corollary 2.13. The first nontrivial example of mirror extensions is presented in §3. The uniqueness of this vertex operator algebra structure is obtained in §4. In §5 we construct another example by using similar method. In §6 we discuss problems about general case. The last section is the appendix which is devoted to proving the non-degeneracy property given in Corollary 2.13 using vertex operator algebra language.
Preliminaries

Preliminaries on sectors.
Given an infinite factor M , the sectors of M are given by
namely Sect(M ) is the quotient of the semigroup of the endomorphisms of M modulo the equivalence relation:
Sect(M ) is a * -semiring (there are an addition, a product and an involution ρ →ρ) equivalent to the Connes correspondences (bimodules) on M up to unitary equivalence. If ρ is an element of End(M ) we shall denote by [ρ] its class in Sect(M ). We define Hom(ρ, ρ ′ ) between the objects ρ, ρ ′ ∈ End(M ) by
We use λ, µ to denote the dimension of Hom(λ, µ); it can be ∞, but it is finite if λ, µ have finite index. See [J] for the definition of index for type II 1 case which initiated the subject and [PP] for the definition of index in general. Also see §2.3 [KLX] for expositions. λ, µ depends only on [λ] and [µ] . Moreover we have if ν has finite index, then νλ, µ = λ,νµ , λν, µ = λ, µν which follows from Frobenius duality. µ is a subsector of λ if there is an isometry v ∈ M such that µ(x) = v * λ(x)v, ∀x ∈ M. We will also use the following notation: if µ is a subsector of λ, we will write as µ ≺ λ or λ ≻ µ. A sector is said to be irreducible if it has only one subsector.
Local nets.
By an interval of the circle we mean an open connected non-empty subset I of S 1 such that the interior of its complement I ′ is not empty. We denote by I the family of all intervals of S 1 . A net A of von Neumann algebras on S 1 is a map
from I to von Neumann algebras on a fixed separable Hilbert space H that satisfies: A. Isotony. If I 1 ⊂ I 2 belong to I, then
If E ⊂ S 1 is any region, we shall put A(E) ≡ E⊃I∈I A(I) with A(E) = C if E has empty interior (the symbol ∨ denotes the von Neumann algebra generated). The net A is called local if it satisfies:
Let G be a simply connected compact Lie group. By Th. 3.2 of [FG] , the vacuum positive energy representation of the loop group LG (cf. [PS] ) at level k gives rise to an irreducible conformal net denoted by A G k . By Th. 3.3 of [FG] , every irreducible positive energy representation of the loop group LG at level k gives rise to an irreducible covariant representation of A G k .
Given an interval I and a representation π of A, there is an endomorphism of A localized in I equivalent to π; namely ρ is a representation of A on the vacuum Hilbert space H, unitarily equivalent to π, such that ρ I ′ = id ↾ A(I ′ ). We now define the statistics. Given the endomorphism ρ of A localized in I ∈ I, choose an equivalent endomorphism ρ 0 localized in an interval I 0 ∈ I withĪ 0 ∩Ī = ∅ and let u be a local intertwiner in Hom(ρ, ρ 0 ) , namely u ∈ Hom(ρĨ , ρ 0,Ĩ ) with I 0 following clockwise I insideĨ which is an interval containing both I and I 0 .
The statistics operator ǫ(ρ, ρ) := u * ρ(u) = u * ρĨ (u) belongs to Hom(ρ 2 I , ρ 2
I
). We will call ǫ(ρ, ρ) the positive or right braiding andǫ(ρ, ρ) := ǫ(ρ, ρ) * the negative or left braiding.
Let B be a conformal net. By a conformal subnet (cf. [Lo] ) we shall mean a map
that associates to each interval I ∈ I a von Neumann subalgebra A(I) of B(I), which is isotonic
and conformal covariant with respect to the representation U , namely
for all g ∈ Diff(S 1 ) and I ∈ I. Note that by Lemma 13 of [Lo] for each I ∈ I there exists a conditional expectation E I : B(I) → A(I) such that E I preserves the vector state given by the vacuum of A. is the spectrum of the extension. For simplicity we will write π(A) ⊂ B simply as A ⊂ B.
2.3. Induction. Let B be a conformal net and A a subnet. We assume that A is strongly additive and A ⊂ B has finite index. Fix an interval I 0 ∈ I and canonical endomorphism (cf. [LR] ) γ associated with A(I 0 ) ⊂ B(I 0 ). Given a DHR endomorphism ρ of B localized in I 0 , the α-induction α ρ of ρ is the endomorphism of B(I 0 ) given by
where ǫ denotes the right braiding (cf. [X2] ). Note that Hom(α λ , α µ ) =: {x ∈ B(I 0 )|xα λ (y) = α µ (y)x, ∀y ∈ B(I 0 )} and Hom(λ, µ) =: {x ∈ A(I 0 )|xλ(y) = µ(y)x, ∀y ∈ A(I 0 )}.
2.4. Preliminaries on VOAs. We first recall some basic notions from [FLM, Z, DLM1] . Let V = ⊕ n≥0 V n be a vertex operator algebra as defined in [FLM] (see also [B] ). V is called of CFT type if dimV 0 = 1. A weak V-module M is a vector space equipped with a linear map
which satisfies the following conditions for u ∈ V, v ∈ V, w ∈ M and n ∈ Z, u n w = 0 for n >> 0;
A (ordinary) V -module is a weak V -module M which carries a C-grading induced by the spectrum of L(0) where L(0) is a component operator of
That is, M = ⊕ λ∈C M λ where M λ = {w ∈ M |L(0)w = λw}. Moreover one requires that M λ is finite dimensional and for fixed λ, M n+λ = 0 for all small enough integers n. An admissible V -module is a weak V -module M which carries a
It is easy to show that any ordinary module is admissible. And for an admissible V -module M = n∈Z + M (n), the contragredient module M ′ is defined in [FHL] as follows: 
We denote M i (n) = M i h i +n . Moreover, h i and the central charge c are rational numbers (see [DLM3] ). Let h min be the minimum of h i 's. The effective central chargec is defined as c−24h min . For each M i we define the q-character of M i by
. Rationality and C 2 -cofiniteness are two important concepts in the theory of vertex operator algebras as most good results in the field need both assumptions.
Take a formal power series in q or a complex function f (z) = q h n≥0 a n q n . We say that the coefficients of f (q) satisfy the polynomial growth condition if there exist positive numbers A and α such that |a n | ≤ An α .
If V is rational and C 2 -cofinite, then ch q M i converges to a holomorphic function on the upper half plane [Z] . Using the modular invariance result from [Z] and results on vector valued modular forms from [KM] we have (see [DM] ) Lemma 2.2. Let V be rational and C 2 -cofinite. For each i, the coefficients of η(q)cch q M i satisfy the polynomial growth condition where η(q) = q 1/24 n≥1 (1 − q n ).
Definition 2.3. Let V be a vertex operator algebra and let
satisfying the following axioms:
The intertwining operators of type
The dimension of this vector space is called the f usion rule for M i , M j and M k , and is denoted by
where
We now turn our discussion to four point functions (correlation functions). Let V be a rational and C 2 -cofinite vertex operator algebra of CFT type and V ∼ = V ′ . By Lemma 4.1 in [H2] , one knows that for
are analytic on |z 1 | > |z 2 | > 0 and |z 2 | > |z 1 | > 0 respectively and can both be analytically extended to multi-valued analytic functions on
We can lift the multi-valued analytic functions on R to single-valued analytic functions on the universal coveringR of R as in [H3] . We use
2.5. Primary fields for affine VOA and KZ equation. In this section, we briefly review the construction of the affine vertex operator algebra associated to the integrable highest weight modules for the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras, and also give the KZ equation [KZ, KT] of the correlation functions.
Definition 2.4. Let W be a vector space, a weak vertex operator on W is a formal series
such that for every w ∈ W, a n w = 0, for n sufficiently large.
Let a(z) and b(z) be two weak vertex operators on W, define
This is also a weak vertex operator on W (see [LL] ).
The following important lemma will be useful later.
Lemma 2.5.
[Li2] If a(z), b(z) and c(z) are pairwise mutually local weak vertex operators, then a(z) n b(z) and c(z) are mutually local.
Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra with a nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form and a Cartan subalgebra h. Letĝ = C[t, t −1 ]⊗g⊕CK be the corresponding affine Lie algebra. For any X ∈ g, set X(n) = X ⊗ t n and X(z) = n∈Z X(n)z −n−1 . Fix a positive integer k. Then any λ ∈ h * can be viewed as a linear form on CK ⊕h ⊂ĝ by sending K to k. Let us denote the corresponding irreducible highest weight module forĝ associated to a highest weight λ by
is a rational vertex operator algebra [DL, FZ, Li2] with all the inequivalent irreducible modules {L g (k, λ)| λ, θ ≤ k, λ ∈ h * , λ is an integral dominant weight}, where θ is the longest root of g and (θ, θ) = 2.
} be an orthogonal basis of g with respect to the bilinear form on g. Then set
whereȟ is the dual Coxeter number of g. Define operators L(n) for n ∈ Z by:
The operators L(n) gives representation of the Virasoro algebra on any
. Let Y(·, z) be an intertwining operator of type
is a direct result of the Jacobi identity:
From now on, we restrict our discussion on affine vertex operator algebras associated to a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g of level k. By abusing of notation, we use λ to denote the irreducible L g (k, 0)-module L g (k, λ) and λ ′ to denote the contragredient module of λ.
Let λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 be four irreducible L g (k, 0)-modules, and fix a basis of intertwining operators as in §2.4. It is proved [KZ, KT] that
is called the braiding matrix. In the sl(2) case, since the fusion rule is either 0 or 1, the braiding matrix can be simply denoted by (B
Lemma 2.6. In the region |z 1 | > |z 2 | > 0, this function has a convergent Lauren expansion ( [KT] ):
Introduce a variable ξ =
where Ω is the Casimir element
and
The solutions of the reduced KZ equations can only have poles of finite order.
2.6. Crossing symmetry of four point functions. Crossing symmetry is an important property of quantum groups. Much study was devoted to the connection between conformal field theory and representations of the braid group ( [KT, V] , et). It is expected that the crossing symmetry of the correlation functions in conformal field theory comes from the crossing symmetry of the quantum group relation. The cases of minimal series were carefully treated in [FFK] . For the WZW SU (2) model, the elements of braiding matrices of the correlation functions are essentially the quantum 6j symbols [HSWY] . Following from [AGS, DF1, DF2, HSWY] , the crossing symmetry of the braiding matrix of the correlation functions in the WZW SU (2) model is derived, and is related to the symmetry of the quantum 6j symbols. Now fix a basis of intertwining operators
,j is either 0 or 1). We use the notation from §2.4 and express the braiding matrix in the following way:
The crossing symmetry can be explained as the following lemma (cf. Page 657 of [FFK] ):
Lemma 2.7. The braiding matrix under the basis of intertwining operators chosen above satisfies
where T r m,n ∈ C is a constant uniquely determined by the vertex of type r m n .
2.7. Level-Rank Duality. Level-rank duality has been explained by different methods in [GW, SA, NT] . We will be interested in the following conformal inclusion:
In the classification of conformal inclusions in [GNO] , the above conformal inclusion corresponds to AIII.
is known (see [ABI, X1] ). To describe such a decomposition, let us prepare some notations. The level n (resp. m) dominant integral weight ofŝl(m) (resp.ŝl(n)) will be denoted by λ (resp.λ). P n ++ (resp.Ṗ m ++ ) denote the set of highest weights of level n ofŝl(m) (resp. level m ofŝl(n)). The fundamental weight of sl(m) (resp. sl(n)) will be denoted by Λ i (resp.Λ j ). We will use Λ 0 (resp.Λ 0 ) or 0 (resp. 0 ) to denote the trivial representation of sl(m) (resp. sl(n)). Then any λ can be expressed as λ = m−1 i=0 λ i Λ i , and m−1 i=0 λ i = n. Instead of λ = (λ 0 , · · · , λ m−1 ), it will be more convenient to use
Due to the cyclic symmetry of the extended Dynkin diagram of sl(m), the group Z m acts on
Then there is a natural bijection between Ω m,n and Ω n,m (see §2 of [ABI] ). We parameterize the bijection by a map
The following lemmas summarizes what we will use.
Lemma 2.8. [X1] Let Q be the root lattice of sl(m), Λ i , 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, its fundamental weights, and Q i = (Q + Λ i ) ∩ P n ++ . LetΛ ∈ Z mn denote a level 1 highest weight of sl(mn) and λ ∈ QΛ modm . Then there exists a uniqueλ ∈Ṗ m ++ withλ = µβ(λ) for some unique µ ∈ Z n such that L sl(m) (n, λ) ⊗ L sl(n) (m,λ) appears once and only once in L sl(mn) (1,Λ). The map
Lemma 2.9. TakeΛ = 0 in the above lemma, {λ|λ ∈ Q 0 } (resp. {λ}) is closed under fusion. Moreover, the map λ →λ gives an isomorphism between the two fusion subalgebras.
Remark 2.10. In the case m = 2, n = 10 andΛ = 0, Q 0 = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10}. When we take m = 2, n = 28, Q 0 = {0, 2, 4, · · · , 28}.
We write the conformal net and subnet which correspond to
For simplicity we assume that the spectrum of A ⊂ B is λ λ ⊗ (1, λ) where λ, (1, λ) label the irreducible representations of L sl(m) (n, 0) and L sl(n) (m, 0) respectively. Lemma 2.11. For Uλ ∈ Hom(αλ, α (1,λ) ) be a unitary as in (3) of Prop. 3.7 in [X2] , T λ ∈ Hom(1, α λ,(1,λ) ), one has Uλ = n λ T λ , for some n λ ∈ A(I).
Proof. Let r λ = 0, r λ ∈ Hom(λλ, 1). Then (1, λ)(r λ )T λ ∈ Hom(αλ, α (1,λ) ), and (1, λ)(r λ )T λ = 0. It follows that Uλ = n λ T λ , for some n λ ∈ A(I).
By the Lemma 2.11,
It follows that E(T λ 2 T λ 1 T * λ 3 ) = 0. Taking the adjoint we have proved the Proposition.
Corollary 2.13. For inclusions SU (n) m × SU (m) n ⊂ SU (mn) 1 , suppose the vertex operator 
Remark 2.14. A proof of Corollary 2.13 using vertex operator algebra language has not been found in this paper. We will do direct calculation in the case we need for constructing the main examples (see Remark 3.6 and §7).
2.8. Lattice Vertex Operator Algebras. Let L be a rank d even lattice with a positive definite symmetric Z-bilinear form (·, ·). We set h = C ⊗ Z L and extend (·, ·) to a C-bilinear form on h. Letĥ = C[t, t −1 ] ⊗ h ⊕ CC be the affinization of commutative Lie algebra h. For any λ ∈ h, we can define a one dimensionalĥ + -module Ce λ by the actions ρ(h ⊗ t m )e λ = (λ, h)δ m,0 e λ and ρ(C)e λ = e λ for h ∈ h and m ≥ 0. Now we denote by
theĥ-module induced fromĥ + -module. Set M (1) = M (1, 0). Then there exists a linear map
is a simple vertex operator algebra and (M (1, λ), Y ) becomes an irreducible M (1)-module for any λ ∈ h (see [FLM] ). The vacuum vector and the Virasoro element are given by 1 = e 0 and ω = 1 2 d i=1 a i (−1) 2 ⊗ e 0 , respectively, where {a i } is an orthonormal basis of h.
Let L be any positive definite even lattice and letL be the canonical central extension of L by the cyclic group κ of order 2:
with the commutator map c(α, β) = κ (α,β) for α, β ∈ L. Let e : L →L be a section such that e 0 = 1 and ε : L × L → κ be the corresponding 2-cocycle. We can assume that ε is bimultiplicative. Then ε(α, β)ε(β, α) = κ (α,β) , ε(α, β)ε(α + β, γ) = ε(β, γ)ε(α, β + γ) and e α e β = ε(α, β)e α+β for α, β, γ ∈ L.
Let L • = {λ ∈ h|(α, λ) ∈ Z} be the dual lattice of L. Then there is aL-module structure on C[L • ] = λ∈L • Ce λ such that κ acts as −1 (see [DL] ). Let
is as follows:
e α e β+λ i = ε(α, β)e
We can identify e α with e α for α ∈ L. For any λ ∈ L • , set C[L + λ] = α∈L Ce α+λ and define
such that (V L , Y, α, ω) becomes a simple vertex operator algebra and (V L+λ , Y ) is an irreducible V L -module [B, FLM] . And [D] ). The vertex operator Y (h(−1)1, z) and Y (e α , z) associated to h(−1)1 and e α are defined as
where h(−n) is the action of h ⊗ t n on V L+λ , e α is the left action ofL on C[L • ], and z α is the operator on C[L • ] defined by z α e λ = z (α,λ) e λ . The vertex operator associated to the vector v = β 1 (−n 1 ) · · · β r (−n r )e α for β i ∈ h, n i ≥ 1, and α ∈ L is defined as
where ∂ = (1/n!)(d/dz) and :, : is the normal ordered products.
In the case we choose L be the root lattice of simple Lie algebras g of ADE type, one knows V L ∼ = L g (1, 0) as vertex operator algebras.
3. The mirror extension of L sl(10) (2, 0) This section is devoted to the construction of vertex operator algebra
based on the conformal inclusions
3.1. The conformal inclusions. The conformal inclusion (3.1) is well studied in conformal nets theory. Due to [CIZ] and a recent result of [DLN] , the corresponding conformal inclusion of vertex operator algebras and the branching rules are also established in vertex operator algebra theory. The decomposition of L B 2 (1, 0) as an L sl(2) (10, 0)-module is as follow:
For convenience, we denote the above decomposition as
The conformal inclusion (3.2) comes from the level-rank duality ( §2.7) and the branching rules are given in Lemma 2.8 and Remark 2.10:
We will use the notation as in Lemma 2.8 for the above decomposition:
The decompositions (3.3) and (3.4) and the Mirror Extension Conjecture allow us to make the following assertion, which is the first main theorem of this paper:
Theorem 3.1. There is a vertex operator algebra structure on
3.2. The construction of the VOA extension. In this section, we focus on defining the vertex operatorẎ (·, z) :
that gives a vertex operator algebra structure on L sl(10) (2, 0) e . First we use Y (·, z) andỸ (·, z) to denote the vertex operators of L B 2 (1, 0) and L sl (20) (1, 0) respectively. We fix a basis of the intertwining operators Y c a,b (resp. Yċ a,ḃ ) among modules {λ ∈ Q 0 } (resp. {λ}) of L sl(2) (10, 0) (resp. L sl(10) (2, 0)) such that 
For u ∈ L sl(2) (10, 6), we denote Y (u, z) by
where c λ 2 6,λ 1 ∈ C. Similarly, we writė
for u ∈ L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ), where cλ 2 6,λ 1 ∈ C are the coefficients needed to be determined such thatẎ satisfying locality. Notice that L B 2 (1, 0) is self dual. Then for any u i ∈ L B 2 (1, 0), i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
is a rational symmetric function since L B 2 (1, 0) is a vertex operator algebra. If we choose
where λ i ∈ {0, 6}, then we have
by using the braiding isomorphism and locality of correlation functions of L B 2 (1, 0). Due to the linearly independent property of the correlation functions (see §2.4), we have
Lemma 3.2. Equation (3.7) is a necessary and sufficient condition for
to be a symmetric rational function of w, z, for primary vectors u i ∈ L sl(2) (10, λ i )(0), i = 2, 3, u 1 the highest weight vector of sl(2) in L sl(2) (10, λ 1 )(0) and u 4 the lowest weight vector of sl (2) in L sl(2) (10, λ 4 )(0) * , where
Proof: According to equation (3.6), the condition is clearly necessary. Now assume equation
where ξ = z w . The Ψ(ξ) satisfies the reduced KZ equation (2.6). Thus Ψ(ξ) is analytic except at 0, 1, ∞, and can only have poles of finite order at 0, 1, ∞. It follows that Ψ(ξ) is a rational function of ξ.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we only need to define the vertex operator on V satisfying locality, which is equivalent to that the four point functions are rational symmetric functions. So it suffices to find solutions to the dotted version of equation (3.7).
The following lemma which is essential in our proof of Theorem 3.1 comes from the locality of vertex operatorsỸ (see equation (3.5)) on L sl(20) (1, 0). Lemma 3.3. We have
is a rational symmetric function.
Since switching λ 2 , λ 3 , andλ 2 ,λ 3 gives the same analytic continuation, we have
Due to the linear independence of the four point functions for L sl(2) (10, 0) ⊗ L sl(10) (2, 0) in the above equation, one must have
as desired.
We are now in a position to determine the vertex operator on V = L sl(10) (2, 0) e . The locality ofẎ (u, w)Ẏ (v, z) is easy to see for either u ∈ L sl(10) (2, 0) or v ∈ L sl(10) (2, 0). Thus we only need to consider locality of the caseẎ (u, w)Ẏ (v, z) for bothu,v ∈ L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ). We focus on the four point function E u 4 ,J6(u 3 , w)J6(u 2 , z)u 1 which need to be rational and symmetric. We first only focus on choosingu 1 ,u 2 ,u 3 ,u 4 to be primary vectors as in Lemma 3.2. In this case, we only need to check the dotted equation (3.7).
Lemma 3.4. If one ofλ 1 ,λ 4 is0, the dotted equation (3.7) is automatically satisfied (dotted (3.7) is trivial in this case).
Proof. Suppose λ 4 = 0, λ 1 = 6. Then γ = µ = 6, i.e there is only one possible channel. Equation ,6 6,6 . Lemma 3.5. Forλ 1 =λ 2 =λ 3 =λ 4 =6, the dotted equation (3.7) holds by choosing
where T λ 2 6,λ 1 are as in Lemma 2.7.
Proof. Lemma 2.7 asserts
We also knowḂ = (B t ) −1 . In this case, we rewrite equation (3.7) as: In order to have dotted equation (3.7), one only needs to take
To ensure the skew-symmetry property of a vertex operator algebra, we need a normalization so that J6(u, z) = Y6 6,0 + Remark 3.6. One can see clearly that in the construction of L sl(10) (2, 0) e , the only nontrivial braiding matrix we use is B 6,6 6,6 . That is, we only use the fact that D µ 6,6 = 0, and D 6 6,µ = 0, for µ = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 in the arguments. As we mentioned already that a proof of the fact using the language of vertex operator algebra is given in §7. Similar calculation could be done for L sl(28) (2, 0) e .
Remark 3.7. By choosingJ6 = Y6 6,0 + a c6 6,6 c6 6,0 Y6 6,6 + a 2 c0 6,6 c6 6,0 Y0 6,6 for any a ∈ C * , the dotted equation (3.7) is still satisfied. We will first prove there is a vertex operator algebra structure on L sl(10) (2, 0) e and then in the next section prove that different choices of the vertex operators actually give the same vertex operator algebra structure.
Lemma 3.8. E u 4 ,Jλ 3 (u 3 , w)Jλ 2 (u 2 , z)u 1 is rational, symmetric for all higher descendants.
Proof. Symmetric property follows from Lemma 3.2 without the assumption thatu i is primary for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Let {x i,j |, i, j = 1, · · · , 10, i = j} ∪ {h i |1 ≤ i ≤ 9} be the standard basis of sl(10) as in [Hu] . Fixu i i=1,2,3,4 as in Lemma 3.2. Assume that n = 0 and i > j, or n > 0 for any i, j. Using equation (2.2), we have (3.13)
which is a rational function by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. Using a similar argument, one easily gets
is also rational for either n = 0 and i < j, or n > 0. Thus u 4 ,Jλ 3 (u 3 , w)Jλ 2 (u 2 , z)u 1 is rational for anyu 4 ,u 1 ∈ L sl(10) (2, 0) e and primary elementsu 2 ,u 3 . Together with the symmetric property this implies for any two primary elementsu 2 ,u 3 , there exists some k ≥ 0, such that
which is the locality condition. Since the
is generated by the primary elements, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that for anyu,v ∈ L sl(10) (2,0) ⊕ L sl(10) (2, Λ 3 + Λ 7 ) there exists r ≥ 1 such that
as expected.
Theorem 3.1 now follows from Lemma 3.8.
Remark 3.9. There have been some work in literature on finding rational solutions of the KZequations (cf. [RST] and references therein) in special cases. Lemma 3.8 indicates that there is a rational solution of the KZ-equation for SU (10) 2 .
4. Uniqueness of L sl(10) (2, 0) e
We discuss the uniqueness of the vertex operator algebra structure on L sl(10) (2, 0) e in this section. We first prove the uniqueness of L sl(2) (10, 0) e = L sl(2) (10, 0) ⊕ L sl(2) (10, 6).
Lemma 4.1. Assume that L sl(2) (10, 0) e = L sl(2) (10, 0) ⊕ L sl(2) (10, 6) is a simple vertex operator algebra which is an extension of L sl(2) (10, 0). Let Y denote the vertex operator on the vertex operator algebra L sl(2) (10, 0) e . As in §3, for u ∈ L sl(2) (10, 6), set
Proof. It is clear d 6 6,0 = c 6 6,0 = 0 by the skew symmetry. Note that L sl(2) (10, 0) e has a nondegenerate, symmetric, invariant bilinear form (·, ·) (cf. [Li1] ). This implies that d 0 6,6 = 0. We now prove that d 6 6,6 = 0. Assume that d 6 6,6 = 0. It is known that the weight one subspace sl(2) + L(6) of L sl(2) (10, 0) e is a Lie algebra denoted by g where L(6) is the irreducible module with highest weight 6 for sl(2). If (2), then g is a simple Lie algebra. According to the classification of finite dimensional simple Lie algebras, the only possibility for g is B 2 , thus L sl(2) (10, 0) e = L B 2 (1, 0), a contradiction.
If [L(6) , L(6)] = 0, then L(6) generates a Heisenberg vertex operator algebra U with central charge 7. The character of the Heisenberg vertex operator algebra U is
n≥1 (1 − q n ) 7 here 5/2 is the central charge of L sl(2) (10, 0). By applying Lemma 2.2 to L sl(2) (10, 0)+L sl(2) (10, 6) as a L sl(2) (10, 0)-module, we immediately get that the coefficients of
satisfy the polynomial growth condition. But the coefficients of
(1 − q n ) 9/2 has exponential growth, a contradiction. The proof is complete. The following Theorem will help us to determine the uniqueness of the vertex operator algebra structure on both L sl(2) (10, 0) e and L sl(10) (2, 0) e . Theorem 4.3. Let (V, Y, 1, ω) be a vertex operator algebra with a linear isomorphism g which preserves 1 and ω. Set Y g (u, z) = g −1 Y (gu, z)g for any u ∈ V. Then (V, Y g , 1, ω) is a vertex operator algebra isomorphic to (V, Y, 1, ω).
Proof. We first check the vertex operator algebra axioms for (V, Y g , 1, ω). Since g1 = 1 and gω = ω, we only need to check the creativity, derivation property and the commutativity. 1) Creativity:
3) Commutativity: For any u, z ∈ V, by commutativity of (V, Y, 1, ω) , there exists n ∈ Z such that
This implies that
Thus (V, Y g , 1, ω) is a vertex operator algebra. It is clear that the linear map g : V → V gives a vertex operator algebra isomorphism from (V,
Corollary 4.4. The simple vertex operator algebra structure on L sl(2) (10, 0) e is unique.
Proof. Let V = L sl(2) (10, 0) + L sl(2) (10, 6) be a simple vertex operator algebra which is an extension of L sl(2) (10, 0). Then J 6 = c 6 6,0 Y 6 6,0 + a 2 (c 0 6,6 Y 0 6,6 ) + a(c 6 6,6 Y 6 6,6, ), for some a ∈ C * . Note that L B 2 (1, 0) and V are isomorphic L sl(2) (10, 0)-modules. Let g : L B 2 (1, 0) → L B 2 (1, 0) be the linear map such that g| L sl(2) (10,0) = 1 and g| L sl(2) (10,6) = a. Then V and L B 2 (1, 0) g are isomorphic by noting that for u ∈ L sl(2) (10, 6), The following corollary follows from a similar argument.
Corollary 4.5. The simple vertex operator algebra structure on L sl(10) (2, 0) e is unique.
5.
Mirror extension of L sl(28) (2, 0)
We give another example of mirror extension which is the extension of L sl(28) (2, 0) in this section. Although this example is more complicated than the example given in Section 3, the ideals and the methods are similar.
Consider the conformal inclusion SU (2) 28 ⊂ (G 2 ) 1 (see [CIZ, GNO] ) and the level-rank duality SU (2) 28 × SU (28) 2 ⊂ SU (56) 1 . Due to [CIZ, DLN] , one knows that the vertex operator algebra 0) is a conformal embedding with central charge
), here Λ i is the fundamental weight of sl (28), and we use Λ 28 = Λ 0 (sometimes 0 by abusing of notations) to denote the trivial representation of sl(28).
By the Mirror Extension Conjecture and equations (5.1) and (5.2), it is expected that there is a vertex operator algebra structure on
with central charge 261 5 . Note that the vertex operator algebra structure on V cannot be obtained from the framed vertex operator algebras as 261 5 is not a half integer. For conveniece, we use V =0 +10 +18 +28.
Theorem 5.1. There is a vertex operator algebra structure on V = L sl(28) (2, 0) e .
Proof. Again, we only need to define the vertex operatorẎ on V satisfying locality.
We introduce some notations first. We useỸ , Y andẎ to denote the vertex operators on . This can also be calculated in the frame work of vertex operator algebra similarly as in §7.
We now determine the vertex operatorẎ on V. For u ∈ L sl(28) (2,λ), as in §3, we writė
We need the coefficients satisfy an equation similar to the dotted equation (3.7). For u ∈ L sl(28) (2, 0), the choice ofẎ (u, z) is obviously. For u ∈ L sl(28) (2, Λ 5 + Λ 23 ), same as in Lemma 3.5, we can takeċλ to guarantee locality.
Since L sl(28) (2, 2Λ 14 ) is a simple current, the braiding matrix B2
is just a number. Equations similar to (3.7) and (3.8) imply that 
As long as we choose cλ
) −1 , we getJ2 8 ,J0 andJ1 0 , which are pairwise mutually local.
We
any u ∈ L sl(28) (2, Λ 9 +Λ 19 ) can be expressed as u = i (a i ) m i b i , for some a i ∈ L sl(28) (2, Λ 5 +Λ 23 ), and b i ∈ L sl(28) (2, 2Λ 14 ). Thus for u ∈18 one can definė
(see equation (2.1)). Lemma 2.5 ensures locality ofẎ defined on V. Thus (V,Ẏ , 1, ω) gives a vertex operator algebra structure on V.
For the uniqueness of the structure, it is quite similar to the proof of uniqueness of L sl(10) (2, 0) e by viewing V as an extension of the rational and C 2 -cofinite vertex operator subalgebra
Then M = L sl(10) (2, Λ 5 + Λ 23 ) ⊕ L sl(10) (2, Λ 9 + Λ 19 ) is an irreducible U -module. Since the structure of U is unique and M also has a unique U -module structure, we derive V = U + M has a unique vertex operator algebra structure as in Corollary 4.5.
Comments on general case
The general idea presented is in principle applicable to higher rank case. However, there are a number of technical problems which are not resolved in the literature. For example, for SU (n) k with n ≥ 3, it is not clear if the braiding matrices coming from solutions of KZ equation are similar to unitary matrices.
From categorical point of view, Theorem 3.8 in [X2] can be seen as a statement about existence of commutative Frobenius algebras from given ones. For example, in the case of the key example, theorem 3.8 in [X2] says that0 +6 is a commutative Frobenius algebra in the unitary tensor category associated with SU (10) 2 . According to [HK] , this is equivalent to the existence of local extensions of SU (10) 2 with spectrum0 +6. However, to apply [HK] one must show that the unitary tensor category associated with SU (10) 2 from the operator algebra framework is the same as that coming from the theory of vertex operator algebra. In the case of SU (10) 2 one can presumably use the cohomology vanishing argument in [KL] . But this is not entirely clear, since the braiding matrix in operator algebra is automatically unitary, and we do not even know if for SU (10) 2 case, the braiding matrix from solutions of KZ equationis is similar to a unitary matrix.
The rationality of both L sl(10) (2, 0) e and L sl(28) (2, 0) e have not been established in this paper. They are completely rational in operator algebra framework, and in fact all its irreducible representations of L sl(10) (2, 0) e are listed on P. 96 of [X3] , where their irreducible representations are used with simple current extensions to construct holomorphic c = 24 nets which corresponds to number 40 in Schelleken's list ( [S] ). It is worthy to point out that some holomorphic c = 24 vertex operator algebras including number 40 in Schelleken's list are constructed in [L, LS] by using framed vertex operator algebras . We are informed recently that the vertex operator algebra L sl(10) (2, 0) e can be realized as a coset vertex operator algebra in the framed holomorphic vertex operator algebra [L] corresponding to number 40 in Schelleken's list. We plan to investigate the connection of L sl(10) (2, 0) e with the framed vertex operator algebras further.
Appendix
We prove the claim made in Section 4 (see Remark 3.6) in the Appendix. That is, D 1, 0) ). We use {ǫ 1 , · · · , ǫ 20 } to denote the standard orthonormal basis of R 20 with the usual inner product. Then L = Σ 20 i =j,i,j=1 Z(ǫ i − ǫ j ). Set α i = ǫ i − ǫ i+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 19. The lattice vertex operator algebra V L = M (1) ⊗ C ε [L] , where ε : L × L → ±1 is a 2-cocycle s.t. ε(α, β)ε(β, α) = (−1) α,β , ∀ α, β ∈ L. Set x i,j = E i,j + E 10+i,10+j , h i,j = E ii − E jj + E 10+i,10+i − E 10+j,10+j , for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 10, i = j, where E i,j denotes the 20 × 20 matrix with 1 in the (i, j)-entry and 0 elsewhere. The bilinear form is defined as (A, B) = This gives a vertex operator algebra embedding L sl(10) (2, 0) ⊂ V L . We use β i = E i,i − E i+1,i+1 + E 10+i,10+i − E 10+i+1,10+i+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 9, to denote a basis of the Cartan algebra of the sub Lie algebra sl (10) . Set e = E 1,11 + E 2,12 + · · · + E 10,20 ; f = E 11,1 + E 12,2 + · + E 20,10 ; h = E 1,1 + · · · + E 10,10 − E 11,11 − · · · − E 20,20 , We denote the decomposition as 0 ×0 + 2 ×2 + 4 ×4 + 6 ×6 + 8 ×8 + 10 ×10. For short we set M λ = λ ×λ. Note that each M λ = ⊕ ∞ n=0 M λ (n) is an irreducible highest weight module for the affine algebraŝl(2) ×ŝl(10)-module and M λ (0) ∼ = L sl(2) (λ) ⊗ L sl(10) (λ) is an irreducible sl(2)×sl(10)-module where L g (λ) is the irreducible highest weight module for a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g with highest weight λ.
We now determine the highest (lowest, resp.) weight vectors of M λ which are the highest (lowest, resp.) weight vectors of sl(2) × sl(10)-modules of M λ (0). Since
we also use x i,j , h i,j , e, f and h for elements in (V L We claim that v i ∈ M 2i are the highest weight vectors. Since the proof is similar for all i we just demonstrate the proof for i = 3. It is easy to see
and (β i ) 0 v 3 = 0 for i = 3, 7. Since
